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ObjectiveObjective

 This article investigates the dynamic of land use This article investigates the dynamic of land use 
in Brazilian Amazon. We adopt the structural VAR in Brazilian Amazon. We adopt the structural VAR 
(SVAR) model with panel data to assess the (SVAR) model with panel data to assess the 
impacts of the identified exogenous sources. In impacts of the identified exogenous sources. In 
this study we expand and refine previous works this study we expand and refine previous works 
to tackle many methodological issues. to tackle many methodological issues. 



    

ContributionsContributions
 We take into account the heterogeneity among land We take into account the heterogeneity among land 

units using the panel data analysis model mixing units using the panel data analysis model mixing 
information concerning variation among individual information concerning variation among individual 
unities with variations taking place over time.unities with variations taking place over time.

 The contemporaneous relationship is identified on the The contemporaneous relationship is identified on the 
basis of prior information supported by atheoretical basis of prior information supported by atheoretical 
considerations. Notwithstanding, another distinctive considerations. Notwithstanding, another distinctive 
appeal of this article is the employment of Directed appeal of this article is the employment of Directed 
Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to assess the contemporaneous Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to assess the contemporaneous 
causal order of the SVAR.causal order of the SVAR.

 Using the selected contemporaneous causal orderings Using the selected contemporaneous causal orderings 
to identify the SVAR models we obtained their impulse to identify the SVAR models we obtained their impulse 
response functions (IRFs). The IR functions allows to response functions (IRFs). The IR functions allows to 
identify the dynamics of distinct land uses derived identify the dynamics of distinct land uses derived 
from a non-expected shock in the occupation of the from a non-expected shock in the occupation of the 
Amazon.Amazon.



    

Contributions-IIContributions-II

 As land use change is obviously a As land use change is obviously a 
spatial phenomenon: spatial spatial phenomenon: spatial 
autocorrelation is expected to be autocorrelation is expected to be 
present in the data. The present in the data. The 
methodology developed here aims to methodology developed here aims to 
diagnose the extend of the problem diagnose the extend of the problem 
in a first stepin a first step

 The model is re-estimated on The model is re-estimated on 
subsamples of more homogenous subsamples of more homogenous 
municipalities. municipalities. 



    

DATABASEDATABASE
 DESMAT: database on Brazilian Amazon DESMAT: database on Brazilian Amazon 

maintained by IPEAmaintained by IPEA

 The database includes economic, The database includes economic, 
demographic, ecological and agricultural demographic, ecological and agricultural 
variables from different sources and variables from different sources and 
frequenciesfrequencies

 The main original source of the data The main original source of the data 
available for this study comes from available for this study comes from 
Brazilian National Agriculture Census Brazilian National Agriculture Census 
elaborated by the Brazilian Institute for elaborated by the Brazilian Institute for 
Geography and Statistics (IBGE) which is Geography and Statistics (IBGE) which is 
usually conducted about every five years. usually conducted about every five years. 



    

DATABASE-II DATABASE-II 

 The data were collected for the following for The data were collected for the following for 
years 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1995 at the years 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1995 at the 
municipality level. municipality level. 

 In Brazilian Amazon a county can be subjected to In Brazilian Amazon a county can be subjected to 
ongoing change in its size that obstructs  ongoing change in its size that obstructs  
comparison between periods at county level.comparison between periods at county level.

 The concept of Minimum Comparable Area (MCA) The concept of Minimum Comparable Area (MCA) 
which is the smallest spatial unity stable during which is the smallest spatial unity stable during 
these five census that accommodates the these five census that accommodates the 
changing county boundaries over the panel changing county boundaries over the panel 



    

What is exogenous force in the What is exogenous force in the 
land use contextland use context

 Economic analysis can be indirectly performed by Economic analysis can be indirectly performed by 
means the appropriate interpretation of the means the appropriate interpretation of the 
model. model. 

 For instance, an unexpected expansion of credit For instance, an unexpected expansion of credit 
and subsidies implemented by government and subsidies implemented by government 
targeting to promote agricultural activity can be targeting to promote agricultural activity can be 
seen an innovation on the variable seen an innovation on the variable cropscrops..

 Price movements can be also incorporated in this Price movements can be also incorporated in this 
analysis. For example, a rise in the price of timber analysis. For example, a rise in the price of timber 
can  be seen as a negative innovation on the can  be seen as a negative innovation on the 
variable variable forest.forest.  

 The same is valid for other prices. The same is valid for other prices. 



    

Patterns in Brazilian Patterns in Brazilian 
AmazonAmazon

 In accordance to Smith and alli (1997) there exist In accordance to Smith and alli (1997) there exist 
in Amazon two broad patterns of land use in Amazon two broad patterns of land use 
following deforestation such as large scale following deforestation such as large scale 
extensive farms and slash-and-burn agriculture.extensive farms and slash-and-burn agriculture.

 The cycle of slash-and burn agriculture can be The cycle of slash-and burn agriculture can be 
briefly described in the following way. In the first briefly described in the following way. In the first 
place, it begins with deforestation targeting the place, it begins with deforestation targeting the 
implementation of agricultural activities evolving implementation of agricultural activities evolving 
many perennials crops. In the following stage many perennials crops. In the following stage 
when the soil fertility declines, the site is used as when the soil fertility declines, the site is used as 
pasture land. The cycle finishes when the soil is pasture land. The cycle finishes when the soil is 
entirely exhausted and pasture area is converted entirely exhausted and pasture area is converted 
in fallow land.in fallow land.



    

Previous Important ModelPrevious Important Model
Andersen and alli (1997, 2002) and Weinbold (1999) Andersen and alli (1997, 2002) and Weinbold (1999) 

estimated a model of land use using vector autoregressive estimated a model of land use using vector autoregressive 
(VAR) for the municipalities of Brazilian Amazon. This model (VAR) for the municipalities of Brazilian Amazon. This model 
is reproduced below. The indexes i and t mean county and is reproduced below. The indexes i and t mean county and 
municipality and D is the difference. municipality and D is the difference. 

cropit=α1Dclear itα2crop it−1α3pastureit−1α4fallow it−1ε1 it

pastureit=β1Dclear itβ2cropit−1β3pastureit−1β4 fallow it−1ε2 it

fallowit=γ1Dclear itγ2crop it−1γ3pastureit−1γ4fallow it−1ε3 it



    

DefinitionsDefinitions
 The agricultural censuses group all land into private land and The agricultural censuses group all land into private land and 

public land. public land. 

 Private land is stratified into eight categories according to Private land is stratified into eight categories according to 
agricultural use. They are (i) annual crops, (ii) perennial crops, agricultural use. They are (i) annual crops, (ii) perennial crops, 
(iii) planted forest, (iv) planted pasture, (v) short fallow and (iii) planted forest, (iv) planted pasture, (v) short fallow and 
(vi) long fallow are classified in cleared land, while (vii) natural (vi) long fallow are classified in cleared land, while (vii) natural 
forest and natural pasture are considered non-cleared land. A forest and natural pasture are considered non-cleared land. A 
small category of private non-usable land (rivers, mountains, small category of private non-usable land (rivers, mountains, 
etc.) is also considered non-cleared land. All land that is not etc.) is also considered non-cleared land. All land that is not 
claimed by anyone is considered public land and by definition claimed by anyone is considered public land and by definition 
non-cleared. non-cleared. 

 Based on these definitions the dependent variables used in the Based on these definitions the dependent variables used in the 
our land use model falls into any of the following four our land use model falls into any of the following four 
categories: cropland (categories: cropland (cropcrop), pasture (), pasture (pasturepasture), fallow (), fallow (fallowfallow) ) 
and natural land (and natural land (forestforest). Cropland land covers annual crops, ). Cropland land covers annual crops, 
perennial crops and planted forest. Pasture is planted pasture perennial crops and planted forest. Pasture is planted pasture 
only. Fallow land includes short fallow, long fallow and non-only. Fallow land includes short fallow, long fallow and non-
usable land like roads, dams, etc. Natural land considers usable land like roads, dams, etc. Natural land considers 
natural forest and natural pasture.natural forest and natural pasture.



    

Carga Tributária - Questões de Carga Tributária - Questões de 
Política (II): Os impostos estariam Política (II): Os impostos estariam 
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 The Structural ModelThe Structural Model
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Structural and reduced form Structural and reduced form 
VARVAR

Taking '
4321 ),,,( ititititt yyyyY = , '

141312111 ),,,( −−−−− = ititititt yyyyY  and 
'

4321 ),,,( ititititt εεεεε = this system can be rewritten in matricial form such as 
 

ttt YAcYA ε++= −110   (3) 

 
This system is called the structural vector autoregressive (SVAR) where 

''
4321 ),,,( ititititt yyyyY =  is the vector of endogenous variables. If we assume that 0A  is 

invertible then (3) has a reduced form VAR given by  
 

ttt uYBBY ++= −11   (4) 

 
with ),0(~ ΣNu  where u  is the reduced form of disturbance covariance matrix and it 

is assumed that ),0(~ Ωε . The relationship between structural form and reduced form is 

based on the following identities, α1
0
−= AB , 1
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Structural Form x Reduced Structural Form x Reduced 
FormForm

 Reduced form does not allow for identifying the effects of exogenous Reduced form does not allow for identifying the effects of exogenous 
independent shocks onto the variables, since in reduced form residuals are independent shocks onto the variables, since in reduced form residuals are 
contemporaneously correlated (the contemporaneously correlated (the ΣΣ matrix is not diagonal). These shocks  matrix is not diagonal). These shocks 
are primitive and exogenous forces, with no common causes, that affect the are primitive and exogenous forces, with no common causes, that affect the 
variables of the model.variables of the model.

 In evaluations of the model (and of economic policies) it only makes sense to In evaluations of the model (and of economic policies) it only makes sense to 
measure exogenous independent shocks. Therefore, it is necessary to measure exogenous independent shocks. Therefore, it is necessary to 
present the model in another form where the residuals are not present the model in another form where the residuals are not 
contemporaneously correlated. contemporaneously correlated. 

 Without additional restrictions  we cannot retrieve structural form from the Without additional restrictions  we cannot retrieve structural form from the 
reduced form because  does not have enough estimated coefficients to reduced form because  does not have enough estimated coefficients to 
recover an unrestricted  matrix. Therefore, we need to impose a certain recover an unrestricted  matrix. Therefore, we need to impose a certain 
number of restrictions that will allow us to identify and estimate . This number of restrictions that will allow us to identify and estimate . This 
procedure is named identification.procedure is named identification.

   It is possible to estimate the reduced form parameters ,  and  consistently. It is possible to estimate the reduced form parameters ,  and  consistently. 
But except forecast  given , these are not the parameters of interest. But except forecast  given , these are not the parameters of interest. 



    

Identification using DGAs Identification using DGAs 
 The critical issue here: is it possible to obtain these The critical issue here: is it possible to obtain these 

contemporaneous causality relations, from the data, using just contemporaneous causality relations, from the data, using just 
the contemporaneous correlation of the reduced form residuals, the contemporaneous correlation of the reduced form residuals, 
as summarized by their disturbance covariance matrix? as summarized by their disturbance covariance matrix? 

 Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (1993, 2000) [hereafter SGS] Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (1993, 2000) [hereafter SGS] 
and Pearl and Verma (1991) claimed that it is possible to make and Pearl and Verma (1991) claimed that it is possible to make 
causal inferences based on associations observed in non-causal inferences based on associations observed in non-
experimental data without previous knowledge. experimental data without previous knowledge. 

 These restrictions follow from directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) These restrictions follow from directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) 
estimated by the TETRAD software using as input the estimated by the TETRAD software using as input the 
covariance of reduced form disturbances. covariance of reduced form disturbances. 

 In other words, this methodology enables to “read” from the In other words, this methodology enables to “read” from the 
data the contemporaneous relationships existing among distinct data the contemporaneous relationships existing among distinct 
land uses in the Amazon.land uses in the Amazon.





    

DAGs: How does it work? DAGs: How does it work? 

The DAGs can be used to impose restrictions that allows for the identification of the 
SVAR determining whose coefficients of matrix A0 are equal to zero. The relationship 
between reduced form and structural form residuals is given by the following equation: 

 
νt  = [I -A0 ] νt + εt  
 
The followig example shows the relationship between a DAG and the coefficients 

that are considered different from zero in A0: 
 

v 1 ( t )  =  ε 1 ( t )
v 2  ( t )  =  ε 2 ( t )
v 3 ( t )  = - A 3 1 v 1 ( t )  − Α 3 2 v 2 ( t )+ ε 3 ( t )
v 4 ( t )  = - A 4 3 v 3 ( t )  + ε 4 ( t )
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Panel Data – Fixed effectPanel Data – Fixed effect

The spatial heterogeneity of the data of can be treated using panel data method to 
estimate the model. According to the panel data analysis [(Hsiao, 1995), (Baltagi, 1995)] 
for each equation j  the disturbance jiiε  for Ni ,...,1= , Tt ,...,1=  and Jj ,...,1=  can be 

decomposed by two stochastic components, such that 
 

jitjijit ηαε +=  

 

jiα  is a stochastic term specific to the units denoted by fixed effect. The term jiα  is 

introduced to model the spatial heterogeneity of the among units.  
 

The term jitη  is the noise with expected value equal to zero and 2)(
2

ηση jjitE = . 



    

Spatial AutocorrelationsSpatial Autocorrelations

In order to acess spatial autocorrelation directly in our model new elements must be 
introduced.  
 
A more ordinary choice is to include in the mean process a spatial autoregressive 
component that takes the spatial locations into account. This can be done by the use of a 
contiguity or neighborhood matrix )( ijwW =  with ijw  representing the neighborhood 

between the sites i and j, such that 0≠ijw  if the sites i and j are neighbors, and 0=ijw  

otherwise.  
 
The spatial weight matrix is a square matrix representing the spatial context. It encodes 
the neighborhood relationship among the spatial units. In this sense equation (3) can be 
rewritten in the following way 
 

tttt YAYWcYA ηα+++Φ+= −1110    (6) 

ttt W υηη +Ψ= 2   

 
where )( ijφ=Φ  and )( ijψ=Ψ  are matrices and ),0(~ Itυ .  



    

Our treatment for spatial Our treatment for spatial 
autocorrelationautocorrelation

 The development of a spatial SVAR panel data The development of a spatial SVAR panel data 
model in  is left for further research. model in  is left for further research. 

 Here we implement the spatial analysis as a non Here we implement the spatial analysis as a non 
stationarity and we propose to split the sample to stationarity and we propose to split the sample to 
estimate separate models. In doing so we expect estimate separate models. In doing so we expect 
to capture the land use dynamics in to capture the land use dynamics in 
homogeneous areas.homogeneous areas.

   The analysis exposed for detect spatial The analysis exposed for detect spatial 
autocorrelation this paper is conducted in four autocorrelation this paper is conducted in four 
steps. We work on the mean residuals of the steps. We work on the mean residuals of the 
model, that is, the arithmetic mean of the model, that is, the arithmetic mean of the 
reduced form VAR  residuals. reduced form VAR  residuals. 



    

Four StepsFour Steps
 The spatial autocorrelation in the mean residuals of the model is The spatial autocorrelation in the mean residuals of the model is 

tested by the Moran scatterplot. tested by the Moran scatterplot. 
 We check two distinct contiguity structures to assess the stability We check two distinct contiguity structures to assess the stability 

of the results. That is, if the results are coherent for those different of the results. That is, if the results are coherent for those different 
neighborhood structures we assume enough confidence to neighborhood structures we assume enough confidence to 
proceed. The residuals are spatially smoothed meaning that proceed. The residuals are spatially smoothed meaning that 
current values are replaced by the average of the neighbors current values are replaced by the average of the neighbors 
conditional on the neighborhood structure. conditional on the neighborhood structure. 

 A principal component analysis (PCA) on the A principal component analysis (PCA) on the smoothed residualssmoothed residuals  
is conducted. As a byproduct, this tend to product spatially is conducted. As a byproduct, this tend to product spatially 
connected clusters which is a desirable property of clusters for connected clusters which is a desirable property of clusters for 
spatial data. spatial data. 

 Fourth, from the LPCA results we compute by clustering Fourth, from the LPCA results we compute by clustering 
homogenous areas to split the model for re-estimation. homogenous areas to split the model for re-estimation. 





    

Methodology Methodology 

 Estimate reduced form VAREstimate reduced form VAR
 Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis to Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis to 

detect distinct homogeneous sub-detect distinct homogeneous sub-
samples samples 

 Reestimate the VAR for each sub-Reestimate the VAR for each sub-
samplesample

 Identification by DGAs Identification by DGAs 
 Impulse Response Functions (IRFs)Impulse Response Functions (IRFs)



    

Results I – Spatial Results I – Spatial 
Autocorrelation AnalysisAutocorrelation Analysis

Table 1: Moran coefficients by contiguity structure 
GRETL GEODA 

Neighborhood 
matrix 

Variable Moran 
I 

Bootstrap p-value 
for t 

Moran 
I 

Bootstrap p-value 
for t 

CROP 0.066 0.023** 0.066 0.007*** 
PASTURE 0.303 0.000*** 0.303 0.002*** 
FALLOW 0.306 0.000*** 0.307 0.001*** 

First order 

FOREST 0.266 0.000*** 0.266 0.003*** 
CROP 0.035 0.153 0.035 0.020** 
PASTURE 0.124 0.000*** 0.124 0.004*** 
FALLOW 0.239 0.000*** 0.239 0.001*** 

4NN 

FOREST 0.123 0.000*** 0.123 0.006*** 
CROP 0.026 0.113 0.026 0.030** 
PASTURE 0.102 0.000*** 0.102 0.001*** 
FALLOW 0.239 0.000*** 0.239 0.001*** 

8NN 

FOREST 0.063 0.003*** 0.063 0.014** 
** significant at 5 % ; *** significant at 1 % or less. All tests performed with 999 permutations. 

 



    

Results II-SAAResults II-SAA

 Spatial autocorrelation is present and significant Spatial autocorrelation is present and significant 
for most variables. for most variables. 

 Considering the contiguity neighborhood, it is Considering the contiguity neighborhood, it is 
lower for the CROP equation (~ 0.07); but quite lower for the CROP equation (~ 0.07); but quite 
higher for the three other variables: FOREST (~ higher for the three other variables: FOREST (~ 
0.27), PASTURE (~ 0.30) and FALLOW (~ 0.31) 0.27), PASTURE (~ 0.30) and FALLOW (~ 0.31) 
which is the highest of all four spatial which is the highest of all four spatial 
autocorrelation coefficients computed for both autocorrelation coefficients computed for both 
software application and neighborhood structure. software application and neighborhood structure. 

 The magnitudes of these autocorrelation The magnitudes of these autocorrelation 
coefficients may seem modest, but because they coefficients may seem modest, but because they 
relate to residuals estimates, they are in fact relate to residuals estimates, they are in fact 
rather high. We can expect it to decrease for both rather high. We can expect it to decrease for both 
neighborhood structures (higher order of neighborhood structures (higher order of 
contiguity and number of near neighbors). contiguity and number of near neighbors). 



    

Results III - ClusteringResults III - Clustering
 We apply the k-means algorithm on the two first principal We apply the k-means algorithm on the two first principal 

components. Two clusters are found to be optimal. components. Two clusters are found to be optimal. 

 The final clustering in two leads to two distinct clusters that can be The final clustering in two leads to two distinct clusters that can be 
summed up by the qualifications on the map. The biggest cluster summed up by the qualifications on the map. The biggest cluster 
(231 muncipalities) comprises most of the Amazon basin where (231 muncipalities) comprises most of the Amazon basin where 
the average spatially smoothed residuals tend to be low for CROP the average spatially smoothed residuals tend to be low for CROP 
and high for FALLOW and the reverse for the second cluster. Thus and high for FALLOW and the reverse for the second cluster. Thus 
we have two compact clusters with few isolated sites. we have two compact clusters with few isolated sites. 

 The clustering seems satisfactory on the spatial connectedness. The clustering seems satisfactory on the spatial connectedness. 
However the second cluster has only a few municipalities (26) and However the second cluster has only a few municipalities (26) and 
this may pose a problem for splitted estimation of the full model.this may pose a problem for splitted estimation of the full model.

   the clustering with 8-neighbors lead to the same partition. This is the clustering with 8-neighbors lead to the same partition. This is 
not surprising as in this case the smoothing is stronger because not surprising as in this case the smoothing is stronger because 
each residual is replaced by the mean of its 8 nearest neighbors each residual is replaced by the mean of its 8 nearest neighbors 
instead of 4. The same remarks apply to the results of the PCA: it instead of 4. The same remarks apply to the results of the PCA: it 
does not change much between the two smoothings.does not change much between the two smoothings.



    

Clustering on the first two Clustering on the first two 
principal componentsprincipal components  

 



    

Results IV - Identification by Results IV - Identification by 
DAGsDAGs

 Based on the results of the spatial autocorrelation analysis we re-Based on the results of the spatial autocorrelation analysis we re-
estimate the reduced form VAR using the data related only for the estimate the reduced form VAR using the data related only for the 
biggest cluster (231 MCAs).biggest cluster (231 MCAs).

 Applying TETRAD at the 0.5% significance level on the estimated Applying TETRAD at the 0.5% significance level on the estimated 
disturbance covariance matrix  and assuming that the variables disturbance covariance matrix  and assuming that the variables 
selected for the model are causally sufficient, we obtain what is known selected for the model are causally sufficient, we obtain what is known 
as a pattern.as a pattern.

   The pattern is a graphical representation of the set of observationally The pattern is a graphical representation of the set of observationally 
equivalent DAGs containing the contemporaneous causal ordering of equivalent DAGs containing the contemporaneous causal ordering of 
the variables. This figure indicates that four valid representations of the variables. This figure indicates that four valid representations of 
the contemporaneous causal ordering. In accordance with the pattern the contemporaneous causal ordering. In accordance with the pattern 
three of contemporaneous causal ordering display causality in one three of contemporaneous causal ordering display causality in one 
direction while one indicates causal ordering in both directions. direction while one indicates causal ordering in both directions. 

 The direct causal ordering are the following: The direct causal ordering The direct causal ordering are the following: The direct causal ordering 
are the following:  pasture causes crop, fallow affects pasture and are the following:  pasture causes crop, fallow affects pasture and 
forest causes pasture. The structural relationship between  crop and forest causes pasture. The structural relationship between  crop and 
fallow is not clear. fallow is not clear. 



    

Results V – More on Results V – More on 
IdentificationIdentification

Because more one condition is required to identify matrix 0A  we assume that both 

causal directions are factible. This becomes matrix 0A  exactly identified. The 

information obtained by the pattern in figure 1 is used to identify the matrix 0A . The 

identified matrix 0A  is showed . 
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Results VI – IRFsResults VI – IRFs

 



    

Results VII - CommentsResults VII - Comments
 Insights regard the slash-and-burn agriculture to interpret Insights regard the slash-and-burn agriculture to interpret 

some responses some responses 

 Deforestation happens because crops are planted Deforestation happens because crops are planted 
immediately after it. An impulse on crops has negative immediately after it. An impulse on crops has negative 
effect on forest areas in which crop land replaces closed effect on forest areas in which crop land replaces closed 
forest is a necessary outcome.  forest is a necessary outcome.  

 In the end cycle of slash-and-burn agriculture soil is entirely In the end cycle of slash-and-burn agriculture soil is entirely 
exhausted and pasture area is converted in fallow which is exhausted and pasture area is converted in fallow which is 
in accordance to the response of the variables in accordance to the response of the variables cropscrops and  and 
pasturepasture to a shock on  to a shock on fallowfallow. . 

 Differently from the previous analysis undertaken Differently from the previous analysis undertaken 
by Smith and alli (1997) we do not note any by Smith and alli (1997) we do not note any 
evidence that cattle ranching is the primary evidence that cattle ranching is the primary 
driver of deforestation. The response of the driver of deforestation. The response of the 
variable forest to a rise on area of pasture is in variable forest to a rise on area of pasture is in 
fact positive for all periods after the shock. fact positive for all periods after the shock. 



    

Results VIII – Comments Results VIII – Comments 
(cont.)(cont.)

 An innovation on land for cropping happens at the expense An innovation on land for cropping happens at the expense 
of pasture land and vice-versa. This achievement points out of pasture land and vice-versa. This achievement points out 
that for this cluster cattle ranching and cropping are not that for this cluster cattle ranching and cropping are not 
complementary activities. complementary activities. 

 This consideration seems to be reinforced by the fact that This consideration seems to be reinforced by the fact that 
fallowfallow is not affect by an innovation on pasture or crop land.  is not affect by an innovation on pasture or crop land. 

 The joint response of the variables The joint response of the variables forest, pasture and cropsforest, pasture and crops
derived from an innovation on derived from an innovation on fallow fallow One point that calls One point that calls 
attentionattention

 A shock on A shock on fallowfallow has an once-and-for all negative impact  has an once-and-for all negative impact 
on deforestation. on deforestation. 

 Interpretation: Crop or pasture is converted in fallow land Interpretation: Crop or pasture is converted in fallow land 
when the soil is completely exhausted and new areas for when the soil is completely exhausted and new areas for 
these activities are obtained by deforestation. Maybe due these activities are obtained by deforestation. Maybe due 
to the poor quality of the soil and the lack of technical to the poor quality of the soil and the lack of technical 
progress the settlers are forced to open new closed areas of progress the settlers are forced to open new closed areas of 
forest. forest. 



    

Further ResearchFurther Research

 Technical viewpoint: the use of Bayesian Technical viewpoint: the use of Bayesian 
econometrics to estimate system that take into econometrics to estimate system that take into 
account structural VAR + panel data + spatial account structural VAR + panel data + spatial 
autocorrelation.autocorrelation.

 Economic viewpoint: change the core of Economic viewpoint: change the core of 
variables, searching for a better understanding variables, searching for a better understanding 
for innovation in this context.for innovation in this context.

 How the model could be use to analyze impacts How the model could be use to analyze impacts 
of climate change?of climate change?


